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Together we are working on
next-generation lithium-ion
batteries made in Europe



The 3beLiEVe project has completed its second

year and the consortium used its fourth General

Assembly meeting, held virtually in January

2022, to present the latest progress in the three

pillars of the project: cell chemistry, sensors, and

manufacturing.

In the sensors pillar, the research looks at the use

of two different kinds of cell-level sensors to

monitor the state of the battery cell. One takes

readings from inside the cell by means of light

passing through an optic fibre. Here, the trials to

seal the fibre and the accompanying printed circuit

board into the pouch cell have been successfully

completed on the pilot and production scales. The

second approach is an on-chip monitoring unit

capable of processing multiple sensor readings,

including cell internal impedance, described in a

recent publication [1]. The open-source foxBMS has

been updated to take readings from both sensor

types. Incorporating the information into the

operating strategy on module and pack level will be

the next step in the development.

3beLiEVe

Coordinator:
Boschidar Ganev
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Optic fibre with embedded nanoplasmonic sensor

being inserted into a pouch cell during stacking 

In the manufacturing pillar, one focus has been the

quality inspection of electrode coating by optical

means. A camera system is used to capture images

of coating during production, and machine learning

is used to detect defects such as slurry

agglomerations, cracks in the coating, cavities, and

other parameters [2]. As part of the manufacturing,

production processes such as electrode

manufacturing and cell assembly and associated

material and energy flows are modelled. This should

allow an estimation of required resources for

industrial-scale production, factory layout, and

other considerations.Printed circuit board for fibre-optic sensor, sealed into

the seam of the cell 

3beLiEVe has also been invited to present its interim results at the H2020RTR21 conference taking place

on 29th and 30th March in Brussels. Looking further ahead, and circumstances permitting, we are also

looking forward to being present at the TRA in November in Lisbon!

www.3believe.eucompany/3believe@3believeProject

https://www.3believe.eu/
https://traconference.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3believe/
https://twitter.com/3believeProject


COBRA

The COBRA project has reached its first major milestone: the release of its 1st generation battery pack

made of green and recycled materials.

Here, the design goals are to reduce the environmental impact and minimise its overall weight while keeping

structural strength and impact resistance. The assembly of the pack is being finalised during the first quarter

of 2022 and soon preliminary results will be available to check the mechanical and thermal properties of this

innovative design. 

This novel concept has been created by the CARISSMA research centre at the Technical University of

Ingolstadt (THI), in collaboration with companies AVL, Eurecat, CEA and Aentron, as well as with support

from several other partners. The images below show the module and housing of the first-generation (GEN1)

of this environmentally friendly battery pack where wood-made parts and recycled aluminium components

are displayed. The wooden parts are additionally coated with sodium silicate for improved fire resistance. 
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Module and housing of COBRA's 1st-generation environmentally-friendly battery back 

Coordinator:
Jordi Jacas

jjacas@irec.cat

The second-generation (GEN2) of COBRA's cobalt-free cathode technology will soon be released during

the first half of this year. The electrodes are currently being manufactured using water as a processing

solvent with selected active materials from the benchmarking process. For the cathode, a lithium-rich oxide

with a small amount of Al doping has been proposed, which has shown the best performance among GEN2

tested materials. The cathode will be paired with an anode composite of silicon and graphite that is able to

deliver high capacity and low irreversible capacity loss. GEN2 cells will be assembled using a carbonate-

based electrolyte with selected additives to enhance the electrochemical performance of the components.

FRA-ISIT and Cidetec will manufacture 1Ah pouch cells to demonstrate technical developments at cell and

component levels conducted within COBRA for GEN2.

Throughout the last year, COBRA has published several scientific and popular articles on a variety of topics

related to EV batteries. One of our latest publications looks into the expected material developments

considering the growing end-user demands [3].

www.projectcobra.eucompany/cobra-batteries@COBRA_batteries

https://projectcobra.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cobra-batteries
https://twitter.com/COBRA_batteries
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Coordinator:
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2021 saw the HYDRA project host its first-ever in-

person meeting! Between November 9th-10th,

partners from across Europe gathered at CEA's

facilities in Grenoble, France, after more than a

year of virtual collaboration. 

The meeting featured a Battery Eco-Design

Workshop, which was led by experts in

sustainability and Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) from

CEA and SINTEF. The workshop introduced battery

researchers to some eco-design strategies, which

will help ensure that the solutions developed in

HYDRA achieve both technical and sustainability-

related targets. Over the course of the workshop,

HYDRA researchers deliberated on the main

ecological bottlenecks in the battery value chain

and identified a total of 17 proposals that HYDRA

could support to improve the ecological footprint of

Li-ion batteries. 

HYDRA researchers listen to a presentation during the

Battery Eco-Design Workshop

In other news, HYDRA researchers are hard at work developing a new open-source framework for

simulating the performance of battery cells, called BattMo. The battery community has recently made

substantial progress in the field of modelling and simulation. However, there are only a few open-source

frameworks that can serve as a basis for improving reproducibility and they are mostly limited to solving

volume-averaged models in 1D or 2D. HYDRA is contributing to the development of a new electrochemical

modelling framework capable of solving fully coupled electrochemical-thermal simulations on complex 3D

geometries including cylindrical cell jelly rolls. 

The first release of BattMo will be made public in early 2022. 

Keep an eye on the website batterymodel.com for the latest updates!

The HYDRA project partners meet at CEA in Grenoble,

France

www.h2020hydra.eu@Hydra_battery

Lars Ole Valøen (Corvus Energy) discusses a proposal

to improve the ecological footprint of Li-ion batteries

https://h2020hydra.eu/
http://www.batterymodel.com/
https://twitter.com/Hydra_battery


The SeNSE consortium recently met (virtually) for its second annual meeting. Significant progress

was demonstrated in 18 technical presentations that were given by many of the PhD students,

postdocs, engineers, and scientists involved in the project. The presentations ranged from active

material and electrolyte development to the work on aqueous slurry formulations, sensors, and the

first battery module, reflecting the broad scope of the SeNSE project.

Published research highlights from the first two years include a study on the pre-lithiation of

silicon/graphite anodes [4], two studies on modifications of Ni-rich NMC [5,6], a study on phospholane-

type electrolyte additives for high-voltage applications [7], and a study on reference electrodes for pouch

cells [8]. Congratulations to Aurora Gómez-Martín from the University of Münster and Friederike

Reissig from Forschungszentrum Jülich for their research being featured on the front covers of

Advanced Energy Materials and ChemSuSChem! [5,6].

With the Center for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research Baden-Württemberg (ZSW), we welcomed a new

partner to the SeNSE consortium in 2021 that strengthens our skills in cathode material development and

scale-up. We are currently finalising the selection and scale-up of the components for the first generation

of SeNSE pouch cells. It is very rewarding to see the efforts of the last two years coming together now in a

unified demonstrator. We are looking forward to continuing to work together with all partners in the SeNSE

project and to fruitful exchanges within the LC-BAT-5 cluster.

(ChemSusChem 4/2022)

SeNSE

Project Leader:
Ruben Kühnel

Info@sense-battery.eu
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www.sense-battery.eu@H2020Sense

(Advanced Energy Materials 8/2022)

https://chemistry-europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cssc.202200079
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/aenm.202270029?af=R
https://www.sense-battery.eu/
https://twitter.com/H2020Sense
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PROJECT COMPARISON TABLE

PROJECT

DURATION

DEMONSTRATORS

AUTOMATED  ELECTRODE

INSPECTION  

PRODUCTION  PROCESS

MODELING

CONSORTIUM

MANUFACTURING

INNOVATIONS

3beLiEVe                

1  INTERNAL

2  EXTERNAL
SENSORS
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PROJECT 
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COBRA        HYDRA SeNSE

H2020HYDRA.EU
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The table below provides an overview of the LC-BAT-5 Cluster projects and their main characteristics,

for a better understanding of the similarities and differences between them.

For any further inquiries or information please contact:

AMY MCCREADY
BAX & COMPANY
A.MCCREADY@BAXCOMPANY.COM

INTERNAL

SENSE -BATTERY.EU

2ND  LIFE

RECYCLING

To hear the latest cluster updates, 

subscribe to our free e-newsletter HERE

875527 875548875568875033

AQUEOUS  CATHODE

PROCESSING

ROLL -TO -ROLL  PILOT

SCALE  PRODUCTION

THIN  CURRENT  

COLLECTORS

AQUEOUS  SLURRY  

PROCESSING

12AH  POUCH  CELLS
MARITIME  INTEGRATION

25AH  POUCH  CELLS
1  KWH  MODULE

01 /2020  -  06 /2023

(42  MONTHS )

01 /2020  -  06 /2023

(54  MONTHS )

05 /2020  -  08 /2024

(52  MONTHS )

02 /2020  -  01 /2024

(48  MONTHS )

21  ORGANISATIONS

10  COUNTRIES

18  ORGANISATIONS

8  COUNTRIES

12  ORGANISATIONS

7  COUNTRIES

11  ORGANISATIONS

6  COUNTRIES

LNMO  /  GRAPHITE -

SILICON

LITHIUM -RICH  LNMO  /
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ELECTROLYTE  FILLING

BETTER  CELL

FORMATION

30AH  POUCH  CELLS

2  X  ~12KWH

50AH  POUCH  CELLS

3  X  ~30KWH

CELL CHEMISTRY

GA#

The LC-BAT-5 Cluster projects have received funding from the

European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme

1  EXTERNAL
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1  INTERNAL

3  EXTERNAL
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